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Tokenomics of BOBE Token

 Maximum Supply: 100,000,000 BOBE

 Circulating Supply:  (99.99% of total supply)99,999,000 BOBE

 Pre-sale and Pre-allocation: None

 Liquidity Pool (LP): Burnt

 Transparency and Trust:

The absence of pre-sale and pre-allocation ensures fairness and equal opportunity for all participants. 

Additionally, the burning of the liquidity pool tokens enhances transparency and fosters trust within our 

community.



BOBE Tokenomics are designed to prioritize decentralization, fairness, and community trust. With 

99.99% of the total supply already in circulation and no pre-sale or pre-allocation, every BOBE token is 

up for grabs, ensuring equal opportunity for all participants. Moreover, the burning of the liquidity pool 

tokens underscores our commitment to transparency and strengthens trust within our community.

6. Community Governance

7. Roadmap

8. Conclusion

BOBE Token operates under a decentralized governance model, allowing community members to propose 

and vote on key decisions. This ensures democratic decision-making and empowers stakeholders to 

actively shape the future of the project.

Our roadmap outlines a strategic plan for the development and growth of BOBE Token. Key milestones 

include listing on major exchanges, expanding community outreach, enhancing platform features, and 

fostering partnerships with other projects. Create a BOBE Bot, Swap and Staking .

In conclusion, BOBE Token represents a groundbreaking initiative in the cryptocurrency space, driven by 

the collective efforts of its community members. With a clear vision, robust technology, and a commitment 

to decentralization, BOBE is poised to redefine the meme coin landscape and empower individuals 

worldwide.
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9. References

This white paper serves as a comprehensive guide to understanding the principles, objectives, and 

potential of BOBE Token. Join us on this exciting journey towards a decentralized future!

 BOBE Token website :

 Solana blockchain documentation

 Community forums and social media channels

Contract address :

Solscan :

Twitter:

Telegram:

Facebook:

Coinmarketcap:

Coingecko:

https://bobecoin.com/

https://twitter.com/bookofbillieso

https://t.me/bobecto

https://www.facebook.com/coinbobe

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/book-of-billionaires/

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/book-of-billionaires

https://solscan.io/token/VvgeRQNHRHdYubKC9K2GN567LXTzSVcB7mpu7b1VF4r

VvgeRQNHRHdYubKC9K2GN567LXTzSVcB7mpu7b1VF4r
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Abstract:

1. Introduction

2. Project Overview

3. Vision and Mission

4. Technology and Infrastructure

5. Tokenomics

The Book of Billionaires (BOBE) Token is a community-driven cryptocurrency project built on the Solana 

blockchain. BOBE emerged from a grassroots movement following the departure of its developers, 

illustrating the resilience and unity of its community.



This white paper outlines the vision, technology, tokenomics, and roadmap of BOBE Token, highlighting its 

mission to redefine the meme coin landscape.

BOBE Token represents a new era of decentralized finance, driven by the power of community 

collaboration. With a focus on transparency, inclusivity, and innovation, BOBE aims to revolutionize the 

meme coin space and empower its community members to participate in shaping its future.

BOBE Token originated from a community takeover initiative in response to the abrupt departure of its 

developers. This transition marked a turning point in the project's trajectory, showcasing the strength and 

resilience of its community.

The vision of BOBE Token is to create a decentralized ecosystem where individuals can engage in meme 

coin trading, community governance, and value creation. Our mission is to foster a vibrant and inclusive 

community that collaborates to achieve shared goals and aspirations.

Built on the Solana blockchain, BOBE Token leverages cutting-edge technology to ensure fast transactions, 

low fees, and scalability. Our smart contract protocols provide robust security and transparency, ensuring 

the integrity of the BOBE ecosystem.

The total supply of BOBE Token is capped at 100 million, fostering scarcity and value appreciation. Token 

distribution is designed to incentivize community participation, with allocations for liquidity provision, 

community rewards, and ecosystem development.
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